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QUESTION 1

ISIS elects DIS in broadcast multiplexed access networks, and the following statement about DIS is correct?( Multiple
choice) 

A. ISIS elects dis by comparing priorities, and mac addresses if the priorities are consistent 

B. In a broadcast multiple access network, DIS sends Hello PDUs at three times the frequency 

C. DIS guarantees database synchronization by periodically sending CSNP messages 

D. DIS supports preemption function, after the new DIS preemption is successful, there is no need to flood any LSP
packet 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

IPV6 multicast introduces the concept of multicast scope, which of the following ways is the multicast scope concept
implemented? Multi-select 

A. When the group shake source sends IP6 multicast data, the TTL value of the packet is set to limit the transmission
range of the group shake 

B. There is a special field in the IPv6 multicast address that specifies the propagation range of multicast. 

C. Multicast scope is just a concept of spreading scope, and there is no specific technical implementation. 

D. During network configuration, the administrator uses the configuration command at the edge of the network to limit
the multicast scope. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

In the use of the LACP protocol, the following description is correct ?( Multiple select). 

A. You can avoid the Eth-Trunk interface from frequently shaking interface eth-trunk 1l lacp preempt enable lacp
preempt delay delay-time with the following command 

B. Source IP address load sharing, interface eth-trunk1Load-balance src-dst-ip, can be configured in an enabled link
aggregation group with the following command 

C. The member interface can be removed from an enabled link aggregation group with the following command: interface
GigabitEthemeto/0/1 Shutdown nterface Gigabithemet/O/1undo eth-trunklinterface GigabitEthemet0/0/1 undo shutdown 

D. A chain cluster that can be initiated through an order Join the member interface :interface GigabitEthemeto/0/1
shutdown interface igabitEthemetO/0/1 tunkportGigabitEthermet0/0/1 interface GigabitEthermet0/0/1 Undo shutdown 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

In Huawei switches, the hybird port can select vlan1 as an untagged vlan 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

If multiple candidate RPs are configured in a multicast group, which of the following parameters does the RP that elect
the group from multiple candidate RPs need to be compared? 

A. The mask length of the group range for the C-RP service that matches the group address that the user joined 

B. C-RP priority 

C. The IP address of the C. C-RP interface Number of 

D. C-RP interface 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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